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“MYSTERY PHOTOGRAPH”

by Robin Parker
The above photograph was sent to me by a fellow researcher, researching the Waterfield family
on Genes Reunited.com.
The photo is the 1895 or 1896 Collingwood football team and club officials.
William Arnott played 13 games in 1895 and 16
games in 1896.
The first player in front row is of William Henry
Arnott a distant relative of the editor. William later
served in the Boar War in South Africa, as his service
number was 129, he appears to have joined the army in
1898 when the Boar War commenced.

Coming Event
6th Victorian Family History Conference
Preserving the Past and the Present
for the Future
2nd, 3rd and 4th May 2008
Inverloch, Victoria
For further information contact:
Mildura Genealogical Society
or email: robert.c1@optusnet.com.au
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U.K. research favourites
to join forces
Scotland Online, the ISP and IT solutions
provider, has announced it has acquired findmypast.com, the leading independent UK -based family history website, from Title Research Group as
part of its plans to establish a world class online network of family history resources.
The merger will see Scotland Online’s current
online genealogy service, ScotlandsPeople, working
closely with find my past.com to created a dynamic
family history resource to serve millions of family history enthusiasts worldwide.
The amalgamation will enable a wider audience to
access the most complete suite of family history
records available online in the UK and will benefit the
genealogy industry by enabling genealogists and amateur family history enthusiasts to access hundreds of
millions of records in one place. Scotland Online
recently won the tender for the 1911 England and
Wales census records, which will be available during
2009.
Findmypast.com will also continue to add data and
functionality to its website, further consolidating the

company’s long-term commitment to the family history market.
Findmypast.com established itself as an innovative
genealogical service with a commitment to customers
and quality that have made it the number one destination website for family history researchers. It was the
first company in the world to put the complete Births
Deaths and Marriage indexes for England and Wales
online, later adding its census and unique passenger list
records.
Continued improvement in findmypast.com’s functionality and user experience will remain a key objective for the business, and customer access to both findmypast.com and ScotlandPeople’s online resources
will be unaffected by the merger. Findmypast.com will
continue to be based in London.
The Editor welcomes you to the latest issue
of the newsletter.
Am looking forward to another busy
and interesting year.
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Researching your family history: Come in
for a friendly chat and look around

Family history researchers Tom Heard and Graeme Butler with a vast array of information the society has
collected.
The Mildura and District Genealogical Society
Society president Graeme Butler said more and
has well and truly re-opened after its Christmas more people were becoming more and more interested
New Year break.
in their family history.
The society helps members and visitors alike trace
“I think interest has sparked up again with the curtheir family ancestry and provides a range of resources rent show on S.B.S., “Who do you think you are”, he
to do this.
said. “A lot of people seem to be watching this program
“This is going to be a very big year for us,” Mildura and then coming in.
and District Genealogical Society secretary Raylee
“It is a really addictive process and for a lot of peoSchultz said.
ple, once they start finding out a few things, they can’t
“It’ll be the society’s 30th birthday later this year stop.
and it’ll also be the Carnegie Centre’s 100th birthday.
“It’s a very intriguing process and for a lot of peo“We are located in the Carnegie Centre so we are ple from all over the world come in to use our serviclooking to have some really big celebrations.”
es.”
Raylee said the centre averaged about 10 people a
Mr Butler said he first started tracking his family
day looking to trace information about their ancestors, history when his father passed away.
here in Australia and also overseas.
“It’s all about preserving family history,” he said.
“People are then helped with using a variety of
The Mildura and District Genealogical Society is in
records we hold.
the Carnegie Centre at 74 Deakin Avenue.
“These include church records, school records,
We are open Monday-Wednesday and Saturday
birth death and marriage records and a large selection between 10-4 and monthly meetings are first Monday
of local, overseas and shipping records.”
of each month at 7.30pm, all welcome.

Society Items for Sale
Sunraysia Daily Indexes
Merbein Cemetery Index
Red Cliffs Cemetery Index
Mildura Law Courts Index 1889-1910
Society Coffee Mugs
Settler in the Sun Conference Book
Wall Charts — Seven Generations

$20.00
$25.00
$25.00
$10.00
$10.00
FREE
$1.50

*Disclaimer: The Editor does not accept any responsibility for the opinions or the accuracy in the information contained in this newsletter.
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Andrew Fraser Steedman
pioneer engineer of the
Chaffey engines
Mr Andrew Steedman wants to celebrate his
father’s engineering achievements. Andrew, from
Merbein, turned 90 in January and said he felt it
was time his father received the recognition he
deserved in establishing Mildura’s irrigation settlement.
His father, Andrew Fraser Steedman, was responsible for alterations to the pumping engines which
enabled them to operate more efficiently.
“The Chaffey pumping engines have always been
lauded as a magnificent engine, but in real terms they
weren’t,” Andrew Steedman says.
The engines were designed by George Chaffey and
built by Tangyes Ltd. of Birmingham, England, for the
Mildura Irrigation Colony.
While waiting for the engines to arrive, engine and
boiler house were erected. These were substantial brick
buildings. The bricks were made, baked only a few
hundred metres from the pumping stations.
“Tangye expressed serious doubts about the design
of the triple expansion type engines and their doubts
had some foundation as the engines experienced crankshaft difficulties from the start”, Andrew says.
However, Mr Robert Tangye, later Sir Robert, who
was senior partner in Tangyes Ltd. Visited Mildura in
the early 1890s to inspect the pumping plants. He was
apparently so impressed by the settlement generally
that he bought a 40 acre fruit block in Sandilong
Avenue at the 11th Street corner.
“After dad’s death in 1964, our family felt that his
story, particularly the important part he played in the
history of the irrigation colony, needed to be told,”
Andrew said.
“The realisation of his contribution came to me
some time after his passing and the restoration of the
engine by the Steam Preservation Society rekindled my
thoughts about the part my Dad played.”
The appointment of Andrew Fraser Steedman to the
position of assistant mechanical engineer with the First
Mildura Irrigation Trust was the beginning of what
became a lifetime dedication and service to the maintenance and operation of the five pumping plants in the
FMIT system.
Andrew Fraser Steedman was born on February 1,
1880, in the village of Falkland, County of Fife,
Scotland to William Steedman, confectionery distributor and Jane Cecilia Birrell who had married in
Glasgow on February 6, 1878.
He went to the primary school at Auchtermuchty
and at the age of 12 obtained a job as a chain man to a

Mr Andrew Steedman, who wants to celebrate his
father Andrew Fraser Steedman, pioneer engineer.
surveyor for the princely sum of one shilling a week.
He completed his apprenticeship as a fitter and
obtained work with Central Marine Engine Works in
West Hartlepool.
To meet his strong ambition for an education,
Andrew Fraser Steedman attended night school and in
1902 obtained his Marine Engineer’s Certificate.
He was then appointed to the position of Third
Engineer in the Melbourne Steamship Company’s “SS
Hobart,” and came to Australia on its maiden voyage.
During his service on the Hobart Mr Steedman continued to study and in 1905 obtained the Marinetime
Board of Victoria’s certificate of competency as First
Class Engineer. Mr Steedman held held the assistant
chief engineer position from 1905 until 1912 when he
was appointed acting chief mechanical engineer until
1916 when he became chief mechanical engineer.
From 1912 unto 1950 he was solely responsible for
the operation and maintenance of the FMIT’s steam
operated pumping stations.
Maintenance of the Chaffey engines during the
early years was very expensive, soon after the engines
were installed, Chaffey Bros got into financial difficulties and eventually went into liquidation.
After the pumping and distribution of water was
taken over by the FMIT, money was scarce and some
settlers were unable to pay their water rates.
During this time, maintenance was badly neglected
and it was unusual to run the pumps more than 24
hours without them being stopped to adjust bearings or
make other repairs.
Between 1906 and 1910, extensive alterations were
made to the Chaffey engines.
The Psyche Bend engine had light steel pistons fitted to the low pressure cylinders and the modifications
were quite effective.
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From 1910, for a number of years, non-stop runs of
more the 1200 hours were made during the main irrigations.
During the whole of its life the boilers were fired
with wood fuel.
Mallee Gum, Box and Belah were cut in the district
and stockpiled at he pumping stations.
Except during floods the pumping plant at Psyche
Bend has raised all the water used by Mildura irrigation
settlement.
Total volume of water pumped by the steam plant
at Psyche Bend in its lifetime is estimated at two and a
quarter million acre feet. This would cover the existing
planted area of 14,000 acres to depth of 160 feet.
But, over time and with increasing use of irrigation
water, the equipment at the pumping stations was
reaching the stage where it was becoming difficult to
keep up with the water demand.
In 1932, Andrew Fraser Steedman recommended
updating the plant and buildings.
These recommendations were accepted by the
FMIT commissions and Andrew Fraser Steedman was
instructed to prepare plans and specifications for the
work.
The whole of the works included foundations, alterations and extensions of buildings, overhaul and rebuilding second hand engines, installation of pumps,
suction and discharge pipes. Final testing was done by
the trust’s staff without the help of consulting engineers.

Considerable saving in fuel costs resulted from
installation of the new equipment.
In response to his report, the following quote is
from a letter to Andrew Fraser Steedman from the
commissioners: “The results mentioned above, and
those obtained during the running period covering the
four irrigations this season, were read with interest and
are a source of much gratification to the board, who
realise that these were made possible through the loyal
assistance and co-operation our your staff under your
very able supervision.”
“Dad had a little office down by the river bank at
the FMIT engineering workshops where he did all the
time-keeping for all of the FMIT personnel at the five
pumping stations and as well he carried out the measuring of the firewood stacks and made up the payments
for the woodcutters without the help of any clerical
staff.
“I remember he used to ride his bike around on his
inspections and later a motor bike until he purchased
his own motor car and it was then that he would occasionally take me with him on these trips.
“I remember vividly the classic statement dad made
when he spoke about the Chaffey engines were kept
running despite their design, rather than because of it.”
Psyche Bend Pumping Station stands as testimony
to the incredible hardships and ingenuity of the settlers
of the Mildura irrigation colony and one man who
made his mark in the development of the irrigation settlement was Andrew Fraser Steedman.

Aboriginal grant received
Mildura and District Genealogy Society has
recently received another state government grant to
help trace Aboriginal records.
The William Naling grant was given by the Public
Records Office of Australia. The $2500 grant aims to
encourage, support and improve access to Aboriginal
records in Australia.
Barry Adams, the society’s vice president said the
society did a lot of work in this area because Aboriginal
records were hard to trace. We are very lucky to receive
the grant, Barry said. The grant will go towards a new
library catalogue system which will store district
records including Aboriginal records. We have a big
Aboriginal community up here so it is a good place to
house Aboriginal records.
Late last year the society received a State
Government Local History Grant, also valued at
$2500. The grant allowed for the 80 historical maps of
the district to be encapsulated, which has now been
completed.
Raylee Schultz, the society’s secretary said the
society was delighted with the second grant. “We do a
lot of work here so it’s great to get some recognition.
We get a lot of interest in tracing ancestry here in
Mildura.
The Society’s main function is to help people trace
their family history and ancestry. We average about 10

people a day who are
trying to trace information on their ancestors.
People are helped
with their research using
a variety of records we
have on site, these
include church records,
school records and birth
deaths and marriages.
We have a large collection
of
Australian
records as well as overseas and very important- Society vice president
Barry Adams, all smiles
ly shipping records.
We have people from after hearing on the sucall over Australia come cessful grant.
in and people always go away learning something new.
The group does a lot of project work within the
Sunraysia community. One of the big projects includes
volunteers going around to all the local cemeteries,
indexing headstones and putting publications together.
Recently completed are the Red Cliffs and Merbein
Cemetery books and Mildura Cemetery in also nearing
completing, copies are available from the Mildura &
District Genealogical Society at the Carnegie Centre at
74 Deakin Ave, Mildura at a great price of $25 a copy.
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Brick wall finally tumbles
by Robin Parker
After twenty years of research, I have finally
found my great great grandfather Andrew Watson.
Andrew, third son of George Watson and Isabella
Hood was born at Kettle, Fife on February 4, 1827 and
raised in Kilwinning, Ayrshire married Jean Parker at
Irvine, Ayrshire in January 1848. Andrew and his wife
Jean and infant son Andrew came to Australia aboard
the Emigrant in 1852 accompanied by Jean’s brother
Archibald Parker, a year later a daughter Margaret
Banks Watson was born in Prahran, a Melbourne suburb in November 1853 and another daughter Jessie
Archer Watson was born at Ballarat in September
1856. Two other children, Isabella and Andrew died
prior to embarking of voyage to Australia.
From about this time no further mention was heard
of Andrew Watson apart from he was a miner.
In April 1859, Jean Watson married Thomas
Hughes at Buninyong near Ballarat, on this marriage
Jean states she was a spinster (Jean Parker) with three
young children, Occupation, Boardinghouse Keeper.
Andrew and Jean appear to have left on good terms
as a grandson of Jean and Thomas was named Andrew
Watson Hughes. I always believed Andrew was still
alive at this time but never found his whereabouts until
now.
On December 23, 2007 I received an email from
another researcher who had seen my family links on
Rootsweb.com and could not wait to contact me
regarding Andrew Watson born at Kettle, Fife on
February 4, 1827.
Kerrie Edwards a researcher from Wollongbar in
the far north of New South Wales had the same Andrew
Watson marrying Margaret McLeod, a sister of her
great great grandmother Isabella, another decendant of
Kerrie’s was Robert Parker from Kilmarnock, Ayrshire.
Andrew Watson of Anvil Creek, near Maitland
married Margaret McLeod at the Wesleyan Parsonage,
West Maitland, N.S.W. on July 7, 1866, Andrew states
he was a miner and widower, looks like Andrew and
first wife Jean were both bigamists.
Margaret was a daughter of John McLeod and
Margaret McLean both formerly from the Isle of Sky.
Children ofAndrew and Margaret were:
Mary Watson born Maitland in 1866 and died the
same year at West Maitland.
Sophia Frances Watson born in Maitland in 1868
and married Henry Urch in Sydney in 1908 and died
in Corrimal, N.S.W. 1908. Sophia and Henry had five
children between 1886 and 1902.
Arthur Urch born in 1886.
Aubrey Urch born in 1889.
Elsie Urch born in 1891.
Margaret Urch born in 1898.
Frederick Urch born in 1902.
Mary Ann Watson born in Maitland in 1870 and
died in 1872 in Wallsend, N.S.W. and is buried in Old
Wallsend Cemetery.
Margaret Watson born in Newcastle in 1872 and

Above: Marriage transcript of Andrew Watson and
Margaret McLeod.

should read 17-11-1886

should read 18-11-1886

Above: Transcription for the death of Andrew Watson.
Should read November17, 1886.

Above: The Marriage Banns of Andrew Watson and Jean Parker at Kilwinning Parish Church December 11,
1847.
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George Watson born in Wallsend in 1880 and died
in Paddington, Sydney in 1880.
Charles Frederick Watson born on November 11,
1883 in Sydney and died in New Zealand in 1940.
I recently received the news notice from the
Maitland Mercury which stated an overhead beam
gave way, hitting Andrew on the back of the head
killing him almost instantly, the fall of coal missed him
entirely and his workmate a Thomas Parker.

died in Wollongong, N.S.W. on July 17, 1952.
Margaret married a cousin William Buchanan in 1896,
a son of Richard Buchanan and Ann McLeod.
A known child was Thelma Buchannan born in
1905 at Woorona, N.S.W.
Mary Ann Isabella Watson born Wallsend,
N.S.W. in 1874 and died at Woonona, N.S.W. on May
25, 1922. Mary married Charles Veigel, son of Jacob
Veigel and Catherine Woodward on January 27, 1896.
Charles Veigel died in Bulli, N.S.W. in 1950.
Children or Mary Ann and Charles were:
Charles Veigel born 1897 at Woorona, N.S.W.
Jacob Veigel born 1899 at Woorona.
Stanley Veigel born 1905.
Eric Veigel born 1909.
Phoebe Jane Watson born at Wallsend, N.S.W. in
1877 and died in Newcastle in 1959. She had married
Thomas F. Wilson in Sydney in 1896.
Children were:
Mary Ann Wilson born 1897 at St. Leonards,
N.S.W.
Olga Isabel Wilson born 1900 at St. Leonards,
N.S.W.

Now to track down
the coroner’s report and
obituary if available for
Andrew.
RIGHT: Possible likeness to Andrew Watson.
Photo is of son Andrew
born 1851 in Kilwinning,
Ayrshire and died in
Horsham, Victoria in
1908.

Andrew Lambert Reid:
Circulating library founder
30th birthday
celebrations

A little piece of Mildura history on the founder
of the town’s first circulating library, Andrew
Lambert Reid.
The Rev. John Lambert Reid and wife Mary Ann
Mireylees and their five children William, Mary,
Louisa, Henry and Agnes came to Australia aboard the
“Empress of the Seas” arriving in June, 1862. Another
six were born in Victoria, John, Andrew, Alison, Edith,
Edward and Kezia.
Andrew Lambert Reid born in Melbourne in 1866
and died in Mildura in 1889 of Consumption was the
founder of the circulating library in Mildura.
Andrew is buried at the Old Mildura Cemetery in a
marked grave.
A nephew of Andrew Lambert Reid also named
Andrew Lambert Reid was killed in action on June 10,
1917 in Belgium aged 26 years.

To mark the 30th birthday of the Mildura
Genealogical Society, it is planned to have an open
weekend to members and the public on July 12 and
13, 2008.
Plans are to have special speakers on both days and
a dinner for members on the Saturday night.
Contact Kaylene Charles on 5021 4763 for further
details.

Volunteers required
Volunteers are required to clean headstones at
Mildura Lawn Cemetery so our photographer
Lynn Grant can photograph remaining headstones.
Any member prepared to help, please contact Lynn
Grant on 5023 6753

Changes to society
computers

Inkjet Cartridges
For Sale NEW

Over the Christmas break, all of the society
computers were connected to the internet.
I am sure these changes will be a great benefit to all
researchers visiting the rooms wanting to visit sites online or sending and receiving emails.

10 BCI-21 Black
10 BCI-24 Colour

Attention ALL Members
Any member wishing to volunteer for the Duty Roster.
New volunteers always welcome.
Enjoy a day out meeting existing members and visitors.
Please contact Kaylene Charles on

To suit various CANON Printers

$6 a pair or $50 the lot
Contact the Editor, Robin Parker
5027 6307

(03) 5021 4763
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Australian war dead index
by Anne Levens
VicHeritage unit had a break during the festive season and our Volunteers had a well deserved rest.
February saw the Volunteers back in force and we welcomed some new faces to the room. In VicHeritage we
plan, develop and design the products and services
focusing on the family and local history communities.
The Registry holds an extensive collection of
records and images that are of great historical significance. This collection is a valuable resource to family
and local historians, genealogists and the general public alike.
Australia’s War Dead Project
The Victorian Registry, in co-operation of the
Australian Army (SCMA Division) has been working
on a project to create an index database of all
Australian servicemen and servicewoman who gave
their lives whilst serving their country during conflict.
It is intention of this project to celebrate their lives, recognize their sacrifice and commemorate their deaths.
The Australia’s War Dead Index will cover every
State and Territory in Australia, not just Victoria.
Many family researchers look for that ancestor that has
been born to a family and then simply disappears without a marriage or a death to be found in the indexes.
This index may provide some answers when it is published.
Our photograph collection is increasing every day
with submissions from various resources, including our
customers and family historians. It has been wonderful to see so many people contributing the photographs
of their family members to be part of this project. Once
the image is attached to the record, the entry takes on a
new concept which identifies the person for whom the
record was created and recognizes their service.
This month, we are featuring Private John “Jack”
Carlyle McKellar whose photo is taken from our collection of photographs for the “War Dead Project”.
The submitter has kindly given the Registry permission
to reproduce the information in this article.
The troops on the “Nestor” were landed at
Plymouth on 16th November and taken to Fovant, near
Salisbury for further training. On 4th February 1917,
he embarked on the S. S. “Victoria” for the short trip to
France. Then marched to a transit camp to be taken on
to the strength of the 8th Battalion on 16th February.
The Battalion participated in the operations that followed the German withdrawal to the Hindenberg line
in France and then moved to Belgium to join the great
offensive launch to the east of Ypres. He received multiple shell wounds on 25th October near
Passchendaele, Belgium, possibly in the battle of
Broodseinde Ridge, and died the next day.
“Jack” had a puckish sense of humour and he was
always said to be good company. He used to recount
the story of when Hobson, at whose home he boarded
went in charge of one of the country schools, was out

to impress his boarder with the excellence of the food
provided in his establishment. “Jack” could imitate the
high pitched voice apparently used by Hobson. “My
werd! You’ll get a good feed at ‘Obsons’. You won’t
starve there! Not at ‘Obsons’ you won’t. You’ll get a
good feed there! My werd you will.”
Sadly, Private McKellar died of his wounds on 26th
October 1917 at the 2nd Field Ambulance Post in
Belgium He was buried at the Bedford House
Cemetery in the village of Zillebeke, some two and
half kilometres from Ypres in Belgium.
The 8th Battalion was part of the 2nd Infantry
Brigade, 1st Australian Division. The Battalion was in
action at the successful assault and capture of
Brookseinde Ridge, part of the Third Battle of Ypres.
The Battalion lost 14 Officers and 254 other ranks in
this action.
So, if you have a photograph of one of the servicemen or servicewomen who lost their lives during any
of the conflicts that Australia has been involved in,
please give consideration to submitting a photograph
of them or their grave/headstone to be included as part
of the project. Any enquiries or to obtain forms to submit a photograph please contact me by email on:
vicbdm@justice.vic.gov.au
The Burial Index
The Cemetery Association component of this project links the various name changes and variations a
specific location has been known as, or registered as,
over the years. Where original cemetery registers have
not survived through fire, flood and time, these will
also benefit immensely in assistance for restoring their
registers and preserving the heritage of a local community.
Data entry and audit on the death registers is going
well with the records for 1949 completed. This is a
huge piece of work and the Volunteers have keyed over
Stage Two of the project has ….. records between 1921
and 1949. This has enhanced death index records with
additional fields to show place and date of burial,
whether an inquest was undertaken (or not) and in
addition, we have expanded abbreviations in the place
of death field and names fields, particularly the given
names, checked the ages and marked whether the
deceased was male, female or unknown.
On-Line Services
The Registry’s online services is still gaining popularity and the feedback from the users is positive which
is very pleasing to hear. The online site can be reached
by using the web address:
http://www.bdm.vic.gov.au
Please note that this is a new web address.
From the Pages of the Register
Sir Thomas Bent (1838 – 1909) died at Brighton
on 17th September 1909 and is buried in the Brighton
Cemetery (1909#7653). He is most likely remembered
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in Melbourne by the name of Bentleigh (East Brighton)
and the notably large statue beside Nepean Hwy.
He was one of Victoria’s most colourful Premiers.
The eldest of six children, he was born in Penrith, New
South Wales on 7th December 1838 to James (Hotel
Keeper) and Maria Bent (nee Tomey). The family
moved to Melbourne in 1849 where Thomas finished
his schooling and went to work as a grocer’s boy. The
family then moved to East Brighton, to a market garden on which all 4 boys worked and by 21 Tom had his
own market garden. In 1861, Thomas changed career
and became the Brighton rate-collector. In 1863, he
was elected to the Melbourne Roads Board and became
Chairman in 1867 and 1868. (Australian Dictionary of
Biography)
Thomas Bent had both knowledge and a feeling for
Brighton and his outstanding electoral success was evident when he won the Legislative Assembly seat of
Brighton in 1871.
Thomas Bent married twice. His first wife, Eliza
Hannah Hall died without issue, but he had two daughters by his second wife, Elizabeth Huntly.
For some time prior to 1903 he had been lobbying
to achieve an electric tramway to Elwood and
Brighton, but had been unsuccessful due to opposition
from the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways, which had to approve all railway construction projects in excess of £25,000. This opposition was
strongly influenced by the VR Commissioners. When
he became Premier in 1904, he seized his chance to
bypass the Standing Committee, and listed construction of the electric street railway from St Kilda to
Brighton, which opened in 1906. This was followed by
a number of Acts being passed to allow for the construction of a standard gauge tramline from the Acland
Street cable tram terminus to Park Street Middle
Brighton. (Article - The Tramway Museum Society of
Victoria) It is worth noting that that this new tram
route significantly improved the value of his substantial real estate holdings in Brighton.
Sources:
Australian Dictionary of Biography
Article - The Tramway Museum Society of Victoria
Death Certificate 1909#7653, Thomas Bent
Marriage Certificates: Eliza Hannah Hall 1860#831
and Elizabeth Huntly 1864#2169
A History of Brighton, Weston Bate, 1962,
Melbourne
Volunteers
The Volunteers Christmas Luncheon was held at the
Savoy Plaza Ballroom on 7th December 2007. It is
always a pleasure to recognize the integral role and
contribution played by the Volunteers at the Registry.
We were delighted that the Deputy Premier and
Attorney General, the Hon. Rob Hulls addressed the
Volunteers and guests. Minister Hulls spoke of the tireless contribution that the Registry Volunteers make,
year in and year out and assured them that their efforts,

do not go unnoticed. Research shows that people who
volunteer reap rewards such as improved health and
well-being. This is perhaps obvious in the enthusiasm
and passion with which the Volunteers at BDM tackle
their job. The Volunteers were then thanked personally for all of their work and those Volunteers that have
worked at the Registry for ten years and over were presented with their “Years of Service” certificate from
the Minister.
The Volunteers Christmas Luncheon is an annual
event that is held in honour of our Volunteer’s hard
work throughout the year on our various family history projects. There are over 70 Volunteers and those that
have been with the Registry for less than ten years were
not forgotten. Each received a “Years of Service” certificate presented by our very special Guest Speaker,
Eric Edwards.
The Registry’s group of Volunteers are very committed and enthusiastic regarding the fields of family
history and genealogy and they play an integral role in
our VicHeritage team. Their commitment and hard
work is very highly valued by the Registry
There are still a few vacancies available in our
Volunteers Project Room this year, with afternoon
shifts in particular, so if you would like to join us,
please contact me at the Registry at
vicbdm@justice.vic.gov.au.
VicHeritage Mailing List
If you would like to go on the VicHeritage Mailing
List, simply fill in the form below and post it to the
Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages, P.O. Box
4332, Melbourne, 3001, Victoria, Australia. Your
details will be entered into the Mailing List database,
kept at the Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages,
Victoria. The Mailing List will be used for no other
purpose than keeping you informed about new family
history products, including CDs and On-Line Services.
Please note that the VicHeritage Mailing List is not
a regular publication or newsletter. Its function is to
notify you of any new family history product releases
or other important Registry notices that may affect the
family history community.
I wish to be included on the Registry of Births,
Deaths and Marriages Mailing List Database to be
kept informed of new products and VicHeritage™
information.

Please Print . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Surname . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Given Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...........................................
Post Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Email Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Don’t forget to return completed notice regarding wanted books, fiche or CDs from page
17 of December’s newsletter.
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Rules and regulations c1853
Taken from the Immigrant’s Guide to Australia
by John Capper, published in Liverpool, England
in 1853.
Each passenger, whether steerage of intermediate,
is allowed to take baggage to the extent of fifteen or
twenty cubic feet, free of expense, and which is quite
sufficient for most persons. The regulation regarding
passengers’ luggage is, that only one box or bag be
allowed in each sleeping berth, sufficient to contain a
fortnights clothing, at the end of which time they have
access to their chests in the hold, replacing the clothes
used clean. In this way every emigrant should be provided with two chests, one large one and one small, or
one canvas bag, the large chest being painted, and having their names distinctively them. The above measurement allowed, includes the cabin box, which must
not be more than 18 inches long, 20 inches broad and
14 inches deep. A carpet bag is far more useful than a
box.
With a view of promoting order and health on
board, passenger ships the following rules have been
put in order.
1. Every passenger to rise at 7am unless otherwise
permitted by the surgeon, or, if no surgeon, the master.
2. Breakfast from 8-9am, Dinner at 1pm, Supper at
6pm.
3. The passengers to be in their beds at 10pm.
4. Fires to be lit by the passengers’ cook at, and kept
alight by him until 7pm, then to be extinguished, unless
otherwise directed by the master or required for use by
the sick.
5. The master to determine the order in which the
passengers shall be entitled to the use of the fires for
cooking. The cook to take care that this order is preserved.
6. Three safety lamps to be lit at dusk, one to be kept
burning all night in the main hatchway, the two others
may be extinguished at 10pm.
7. No naked light to be allowed at any time or on any
account.
8. The passengers, when dressed, to roll up their
beds, to sweep the decks (including the space under the
bottom of the berths,) and to throw the dirt overboard.
9. Breakfast not to commence until this is done.
10. The sweepers for the day to be taken in rotation
from the males above 14, in the proportion of five for
every 100 passengers.
11. Duties of the sweepers to be to clean the ladders,
hospitals, and round-houses, to sweep the decks after
every meal, and to dry holystone and scrape them after
breakfast.
12. The occupants of each berth to see that his own
berth is well brushed out, and single women are to keep
their own compartment clean in ships where a separate
compartment is allotted to them.
13. The beds to be well shaken and aired on deck and
the bottom boards, if not fixtures, to be removed and
dry scrubbed and taken on deck at least twice a week.

14. Two days in the week to be appointed by the master as washing days, but no clothes to be washed or
dried between decks.
15. The coppers and cooking vessels to be cleaned
every day.
16. The scuttles and stern ports, if any, to be kept open
(weather permitting) from 7am to 10pm, and the hatches at all hours.
17. Hospitals to be established, with an area, in ships
carrying one hundred passengers, of not less that fortyeight superficial feet, with two or four berth cabins and
in ships carrying 200 passengers, of not less than one
hundred superficial feet, with six bed-berths.
18. On Sunday the passengers to be mustered at 10am,
when they will be inspected to appear clean and decent
apparel. The day to be observed as religiously as circumstances will permit.
19. No spirits or gunpowder to be taken on board by
any passenger. Any that may be discovered to be taken
into custody of the master till the expiration of the voyage.
20. No loose hay or straw to be allowed below.
21. No smoking to be allowed below decks.
22. All gambling, fighting, riotous or quarrelsome
behaviour, swearing and violent language, to be at once
put a stop to. Swords and other offensive weapons, as
soon as the passenger embarks to be placed in the custody of the master.
23. No sailor to remain on the passenger deck among
the passengers except on duty.
24. No passenger to go to the ship’s cookhouse without special permission from the master, not to remain
in the forecastle among the sailors on any account.
25. In each of the ships there is a matron’s committee,
composed of six females on an oppropriate age, which
is selected. They undertake the motherly duty of seeing
that all the young females are in their sleeping apartments at a proper hour and are earnestly solicited never
to retire to rest leaving any young girl on the poop or
deck of the ship.

Sunraysia Daily Index’s for sale
Vol. 1
Vol. 2
Vol. 3
Vol. 4
Vol. 5
Vol. 6
Vol. 7
Vol. 8
Vol. 9
Vol. 10
Vol. 11
Vol. 12
Vol. 13
Vol. 14
Vol. 15
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1920-1929 by M.D.G.S.
1930-1939 by M.D.G.S.
1940-1944 by M.D.G.S.
1945-1949 by M.D.G.S.
1950-1954 by M.D.G.S.
1955-1959 by M.D.G.S.
1960-1964 by M.D.G.S.
1965-1969 by M.D.G.S.
1970-1973 by M.D.G.S.
1974-1977 by M.D.G.S.
1978-1981 by M.D.G.S.
1982-1985 by M.D.G.S.
1986-1989 by M.D.G.S.
1990-1994 by M.D.G.S.
1995-1999 by M.D.G.S.
Walking History by M.D.G.S.

$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$2.00

Ticonderoga: The infamous
immigrant death ship
November 4, 2007 marked the 155th anniversary of the arrival of the sailing ship Ticonderoga to
the Colony of Victoria.
This voyage gained the reputation as the most notorious in the history of the 19th century emigration to
the colony.
On 4th of August, 1852 the Ticonderoga drew
anchor and moved up the Mersey River at the
Liverpool docks to a volley of blank cartridges, fired to
mark the beginning of its voyage to the new colony.
The Ticonderoga was a four masted vessel built in
Williamsburgh, New York State, U.S.A. It was 1089
tons; dimensions 169’ 8” x 37’ 6” wide x 23’ deep. The
ship had been fitted originally to carry general cargo
from Liverpool to New York; the Master was Captain
Thomas H. Boyle. Two doctors were engaged. Dr J. C.
Sanger was the Surgeon Superintendent, Dr Veitch was
his assistant. Official statistics appear to differ on the
number of passengers. According to the Victorian
Health Officer’s Report there were eight hundred and
eleven passengers; the British Parliamentary Papers
states two hundred and thirty men, two hundred and
sixty-six women and three hundred and one children,
total seven hundred and ninety-seven. (Perhaps births
on board were not included.) The Ticonderoga passenger records state six hundred and forty-six living and
one hundred and sixty-eight deaths, total eight hundred
and fourteen. Many were families from Scotland
including the Orkney Isles. Little did the Ticonderoga’s
passengers know how hazardous and life threatening
this voyage would become: even when the ship reached
it destination at Port Philip, their lives would still be at
risk.
What led to the Ticonderoga’s dark reputation?
There were a number of contributing factors. The new
Colony was desperately short of labour; this had been
exacerbated by the discovery of gold in New South
Wales and Victoria the previous year. The cloth manufacturers of Northern England had lobbied the British
Government to secure and speed the supply of wool
from the Australian Colonies: an ongoing labour market needed to be in place swiftly to secure the 1852
spring wool clip. The Colonial and Emigration
Commissioners had been unable to fill emigration quotas for 1851. Rules regarding families were relaxed
with more young children allowed, resulting in an
increased number for families applying. This factor,
combined with an escalating paying passengers market
anxious to reach the Australian goldfields, resulted in a
shortage of the type of vessels previously used on the
Australian run. Shipping firms responded to market
forces and raised their charter rates. The
Commissioners accepted the tender of four vessels,
Marco Polo, Wanata, Bourneuf and Ticonderoga. All

carried passengers on two decks. These four ships were
also the lowest tenderers. The next cheapest vessel to
the Ticonderoga was asking an extra $1.17.6 per statute
adult. (Meaning any passenger fourteen years and over,
or two passengers above one year and under fourteen
years.) This two deck design had previously been used
on the North Atlantic run, with fewer problems than on
the more usual one deck design. The Commissioners
believed they had solved their dilemma. They were
relying on knowledge gained from this much shorter
run, failing to take into account that the ships would
use the “Great Circle Route” to expedite the voyage to
the Australian Colonies. They would swing far south
towards Antarctica to catch the Roaring Forties. This
could reduce the Liverpool route from one hundred and
twenty days to between seventy-five to eighty days.
The outfitting of the Ticonderoga at Liverpool caught
the attention of the public and press. The ship’s modifications to the passenger run complied with existing
regulations. But all this would be found wanting when
theory was tested against the dynamics on the two deck
ships, the number of emigrants, hygiene practices and
the route taken.
Living conditions onboard ships of the 19th century, particularly on long voyages, were conducive to the
spread of contagious diseases. One of the most feared
was typhus. Epidemic typhus is caused by the bacteria
Rickettsia Prowazekii, which is carried by body lice.
The relationship between lice and disease was not identified until the early 20th century. Between 1842 and
1852 several ships entered Port Phillip Bay with the
dreaded quarantine flag, the “Yellow Flag” or “Yellow
Jack” flying. On Tuesday November 3, 1852 the
Ticonderoga rode at anchor at the heads, the entrance
to Port Phillip with the yellow flag at her mast. From
the outset, the Ticonderoga’s voyage was troubled. The
ship left Liverpool in humid weather; thunderstorms
were encountered soon after leaving the Mersey. The
covering of hatches exacerbated conditions for steerage passengers. The shop had no contact with the outside world during its ninety days voyage, except for a
brief exchange with another ship when crossing “the
line” and there were tree hundred cases of sickness.
The Argus had preempted the catastrophe of the
Ticonderoga when it warned of the consequences of
using two deck ships on the emigration routes a week
before its arrival. The newspaper described it as an
“injudicious and cruel system of sending out overcrowded vessels.” The Emigration Commissioners in
their report stated that the ship, especially the lower
part, was in a filthy state and did not appear to have
been cleaned for many weeks.
It needs to be remembered that the emigrants had
been trapped in an environment beyond their control.
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They would have experienced a range of climatic conditions from the doldrums of the equator to the cold
and rough conditions of the Roaring Forties. The emigrants would have huddled together, reluctant or
unable to leave their bunks. Twenty-six years later the
surgeon of the Scottish Bard, still described steerage
conditions as something beyond description. It is hardly surprising that the Ticonderoga’s passengers under
the inhumane conditions imposed upon them, were
unable to maintain hygiene standards. Illness was rampant from the early stage of the voyage. Cramped quarters and lack of light exacerbated working conditions
for surgeons on two deck ships: identifying and diagnosing the sick was difficult. Both the female and male
hospitals on the Ticonderoga had overflowed into the
general accommodation area, increasing the risk of
contagion. Surgeon Sanger and his assistant would
have been overwhelmed by the magnitude of the situation, and were in a severely debilitated state by the time
Port Phillip was reached.
A myth grew around the Ticonderoga and its past
history and entered into folklore, it was a hastily refitted vessel from the South American cattle run harbouring lice. This probably began with the emigrants themselves. John McIvor a grandson of a Ticonderoga emigrant said in an article in the Melbourne Argus in 1934
“Many survivors afterwards maintained that it was the
dreaded “Yellow Jack” of the American southern
coast”. This endemic typhus is caused by Rickettsia
Typhi Bacteria, carried by fleas. Symptoms are around
twelve days of high fever, with chills and headache. A
light rash may occur. It is most prevalent in warm
coastal regions. Epidemic typhus causes fever,
headache, weakness, muscle pain and a rash of spots
and bumps over the torso and limbs. Complications
include swelling in the heart muscle or brain. This type
of typhus can still be fatal today without proper treatment. The typhus could well have been contracted at
the emigration depot at Berkenhead prior to the ship’s
departure. The unfolding tragedy of the Ticonderoga
would be reported extensively in the Melbourne newspapers. Letters to the press would be published as late
as 1934, recording first hand experiences of passengers. Governor La Trobe in his dispatch shifted the
blame to to the type of emigrant. The Emigration

Commissioners recorded one hundred and two passengers died of typhus and scarletina on the voyage, with
three hundred sick on arrival at Port Phillip. A further
seventy-four deaths occurred whilst the Ticonderoga
was in quarantine at Point Nepean on the southern tip
of the bay, at the hastily designated quarantine quarters
of two lime burner’s huts near the beach and on the
hospital ship Lysander. The authorities had considered
the need for a quarantine station away from
Melbourne, but were totally unprepared for a disaster
of this magnitude. The primitive conditions experienced by the immigrants during their incarceration at
Point Nepean further enraged the colony. Many had
only the tea trees for shelter, or if they were lucky, sails
and tents sent down with other provisions from
Melbourne. On December 22 after six weeks in quarantine, the Ticonderoga moved up Port Phillip to
Williamstown. Finally the remaining immigrants could
leave this dark beginning behind them.
The British Government was forced to review its
decisions after a parliamentary report into the mortality aboard certain immigrant ships. The decision was
made not to engage two deck ships on the Australian
run. The three other ships had also sustained high death
rates. The Ticonderoga had the dubious distinction of
having by far the highest. The McRae family from
Inverness, and the Harcus family from the Orkney Isles
exemplify the trauma many families experienced. Of
ten family members in the former, five died, four children and their mother Helen McRae. In the Harcus
family of seven, four died, including infant James and
his mother Janet. John Isbister and Janet Stockan from
Outertown, Stromness, Orkney lost their two youngest
children James and Nancy from their family of ten:
Margaret, twins William and John, Alexander, Jessie,
Peter, Anne and Jane.

Special thanks to the G.S.V. and the
Ancestor magazine for use of articles in
this newsletter.

Alexander and Jean Bartholomew nee
Shanks with eldest son Alexander c1849,
survivors of the Ticonderoga.
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Among the passengers were Alexander
Bartholomew and wife Jean Shanks and son Alexander
from Stirlingshire, (Pictured right) daughters Agnes 11
and Janet 1 died at sea. Alexander Jun. married Isabella
Watson at Ballarat in 1864.
Over the years, headstones and monuments have
been erected to commemorate the tragedy of the
Ticonderoga. In November 1992 descendants of the
Ticonderoga immigrants erected a memorial stone at
the Point Nepean Cemetery to those who last their lives
on board and at the Point Nepean Quarantine area. The
first burial ground had been located near the shoreline,

vulnerable to tides and weather. Over the years graves
had been exposed, forcing the relocation of the cemetery to the present site. It lies within Point Nepean
National Park, with the old quarantine station part on
Commonwealth Government property. The bay where
the Ticonderoga dropped anchor bears its name.
What of the Ticonderoga? On January 10, 1853 she
sailed for Akyab, Burma, without passengers. Ten
years later the Ticonderoga was sold to a Calcutta merchant; she was sold twice again before being wrecked
off the Indian coast in 1872.

PS Marion survives time
The PS Marion has served as a cargo barge,
mobile supermarket, people and goods transport,
tourist cruise vessel, prison transport, floating
boarding house and museum.
George Fowler, of the family who manufactured
Lion brand products, commissioned the historic paddle
steamer PS Marion, but died before it was completed.
Fowler’s trustees had the hull finished and offered it
for sale as a barge, launched in 1897 as Marion, probably after one of Fowler’s two daughters, both of that
name, the first having died in infancy.
The jarrah and steel hull was built by Danish-born
shipwright Wilhelm Westergaard working for Milang
merchant and shipbuilder A.H. Landseer. He observed
it had “a remarkably light draft for a barge of her
dimensions”, very useful on rivers prone to drought
and very shallow waters.
In 1900, Wentworth merchant William Bowring
bought the Marion and towed it to Echuca, where he
had a superstructure built so it could ply the rivers as a
floating store. Bowring imported the wood-fired boiler
and engine from Marshall and Sons of England, and
these are still at work turning the side mounted paddle
wheels, a tradition of early Australian design and different to the stern-mounted Mississippi style.
The Marion originally carried 130 tons of cargo and
worked the Murray-Darling river system, supplying
towns, stations and the new irrigation settlements.”
Ben Chaffey, son of Canadian irrigation expert
George Chaffey, who with his brother founded
Renmark and Mildura, purchased the riverboat in 1908
and rebuilt her to carry passengers as well as cargo.
The PS Marion, now part of the Gem Navigation
Company fleet with Ben Chaffey as its largest shareholder, became a popular form of transport for conventional passengers, as well as tourists booking passage
through the South Australian and Victorian tourist
offices.
The newly fitted vessel had “comfortable, twoberth cabins, hot and cold baths, and smoking rooms,”
and could accommodate 80 travellers. “Electric light
was installed throughout. The dining saloon, with its
piano, pictures and crimson plush upholstery, was reminiscent of a modern ocean going steamer.
Murray Shipping took over the Marion in 1919 and

carried out alterations in 1922-23, providing 67 berths
and a dining room to seat 50 at a time. It carried a crew
of 15. In 1926, at Murray Bridge, it was severely damaged by fire and in 1942 was used to convey Italian
POWs from their flooded woodcutting camp at
Craigie’s Creek to a new camp at Moorook West,
Loveday.
By 1944, the river steamer has stopped carrying
cargo and was being used exclusively to carry passengers. Minor disasters followed with the accidental
death of the engineer in 1948 and a crash with a gum
tree in 1951.
River tourism fell away and in 1953, Murray
Shipping Limited went into liquidation. The Marion
had a quick succession of of owners and fell on hard
times, briefly moored at Morgan and elsewhere, and
even used as a boarding house.
John Norris and Harry Godson later persuaded the
S.A.National Trust to buy the Marion and establish it
as a static museum in the historic Randell Dry Dock at
Mannum, South Australia. The Mannum Council and
community became involved, there was a public
appeal, and the South Australian State Government
made a contribution.
In June 1963, with a large volunteer and a token
cargo of wool, oranges, dried fruits, wine and spirits,
the Marion sailed from Berri to Mannum on what was
thought at this time to be its final voyage. A huge
crowd welcomed the vessel to Mannum.
After the enthusiasm and care of 1963, by the 1980s
hard times came upon the vessel again as the Marion
fell into genteel decay, floating, immobile, in its “dry
dock’s shallow water.
In 1889, a public meeting resolved to restore the
Marion using volunteer labour, and set it steaming
again along the river. The Mannum Dock Museum was
formed as a museum of river history. Its first project to
restore the Marion to its 1940s appearance.
Community and Council pitched in, countless hours of
voluntary labour, and the vessel was recommissioned
on November 26, 1994, accompanied by a big flotilla.
The Marion is again a fully working vessel, run by
volunteers (who include the Friends of the Marion,)
carrying passengers, and recreating something of the
romance and history of river travel.
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Library report with Lynn Grant . . . .
BOOKS
Donated by Wentworth Library
A FAMILY WHO’S WHO VOLUME IV: MORE ABOUT THE EAST FAMILY AND RELATED PIONEERS
Donated by Graeme Butler
A LAND SO INVITING: A HISTORY OF THE SHIRE OF GORDON 1885 – 1985
Donated by Graeme Massey
BEERSHEBA: THE MEN OF THE 4TH LIGHT HORSE REGIMENT WHO CHARGED ON THE 31ST
OCTOBER 1917 –
Donated by Trevor Aust
KEEP IT FOR THE FUTURE: HOW TO SET UP SMALL COMMUNITY ARCHIVES
Donated by Chris Celegon
GRAVE RECOLLECTIONS: THE HISTORY OF THE BRIGHT CEMETERY WITH SOME BRIEF HISTORIES OF OUR EARLY
PIONEERS
SECRETS OF GHOST TOWNS OF THE MOUNTAIN GOLDFIELDS
THE BUCKLAND VALLEY GOLDFIELD: A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE RUSH FOR GOLD, THE
DEATHS, THE CHINESE
TRAGEDY AND THE REBELLION THAT CULMINATED IN THE INFAMOUS BUCKLAND RIOT
UP AND DOWN THE RIVER: THE BUTLERS FROM BENENDEN
Donated by June Greatz
HOLY TRINITY LUTHERAN SCHOOL: MAGAZINE 1984
NO MAN LIVES FOREVER: INQUESTS HELD FOR GEELONG & DISTRICT VO. 4 1870 - 1879
Donated by the Family of Sylvie Soutter
A STEP-BY-STP GUIDE TO: TRACING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY
AN HISTORIAL RECORD OF THE GREAT WOOD STORE DAYS
CHAUVEL COUNTRY: THE STORY OF A GREAT AUSTRALIAN PIONEERING FAMILY
CITY OF MILDURA AIR TRAINING CORPS: A HISTORY OF NUMBER NO. 8 SQUADRON NO. 23
FLIGHT
COLONIAL AUSTRALIA BEFORE 1850
COLONIAL DYNASTY: THE CHAMBERS FAMILY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
DISCOVERING THE MOUNT ALEXANDER DIGGINGS
HISTORY MILDURA
IMMIGRATION INTO EASTERN AUSTRALIA 1788 - 1851
JINDERA: A TOWN AND ITS PEOPLE
LETTERS FROM VICTORIAN PIONEERS: A SERIES OF PAPERS ON THE EARLY OCCUPATION OF
THE COLONY, THE
ABORIGINES, ETC.
MALDON CONSERVATION STUDY
MAYHEW’S LONDON
NO MEAN DESTINY: THE STORY OF THE WAR WIDOW’S GUILD OF AUSTRALIA 1945 - 85
SYDNEY FLAT GOLD TO WOODVALE GREEN
THE END OF AN ERA: LIFE IN OLD EAGLEHAWK AND BENDIGO
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THE HILL AND THE PLAIN: A GATHERING OF STORIES ABOUT THE PYRAMID HILL DISTRICT
1925 - 1960
THE NORFOLK, BOUNTY PITCAIRN, SAGA: HELL AND PARADISE
THE OLD PARISH PUBLIC HOUSES PAST AND PRESENT 2
THE RICH VALLEY: AN ACCOUNT OF THE EARLY LIFE OF MCLAREN VALE
TIR TARL (THE EARL’S LAND)
TRACING YOUR ORIGINS: A COMPLETE GUIDE TO DISCOVERING YOUR ENGLISH, WELSH,
SCOTTISH & IRISH
ANCESTORS
WALES: 100 YEARS AGO - THE BEAUTY OF OLD WALES ILLUSTRATED
CD-ROMS
DERN INDEX NEW SOUTH WALES: 319 CEMETERIES
DERN INDEX QUEENSLAND: MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS 250 CEMETERIES
PICTORIAL RECORDS OF NOOSA SHIRE CEMETERIES: 1873 - 2004
MICROFICHE
Donated by Geoff Ralph
CARR VILLA LAWN CEMETERY BURIAL RECORDS
CARR VILLA MEMORIAL PARK BURIAL RECORDS
CARR VILLA MEMORIAL PARK CREMATORIUM RECORDS
CORNELIAN BAY CEMETERY, HOBART 1991
TASMANIA - INDEX TO BIRTHS 1900 - 1905
TASMANIA - INDEX TO DEATHS 1915 - 1919
TASMANIA - INDEX TO MARRIAGES 1915 - 1919
TOMBSTONE AND MEMORIAL INSCRIPTIONS OF TASMANIA (T.A.M.I.O.T.) RECORDS 1991
Donated by June Greatz
PLACE NAMES OF VICTORIA

Carnegie Centre’s spruce up
for birthday
The Mildura Rural City Council workman have
just finished painting the exterior of the Carnegie
Centre which is home to the Mildura Genealogical
Society and the Mildura Historical Society in
Deakin Avenue, Mildura.
The dry coursing of the building has almost been
completed also, the building is looking a real picture of
health, not bad for the grand old lady of Mildura, completed in 1907
The building was built after Scotsman, Andrew
Carnegie donated a grant for its construction as a
library and the local population donated the books to
fill its shelves.
July will be the buildings 100th birthday, look out
for celebrations to both the building and the Geneal
ogical Society’s 30th birthday.
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The MDGS Inc. gratefully
acknowledge the contribution
of
Mr Peter Crisp
Member for Mildura
whose office has printed
this Newsletter, free of all costs,
as a community service

MILDURA & DISTRICT
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY INC.
P.O. BOX 2895
MILDURA, 3502
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